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Master Sales Agreement – Brief Overview

▪ Long Term Relationship: MSAs are standard arrangements
negotiated between a buyer and seller at the start of a long-
term relationship.

▪ Standardized Terms: MSAs serve as the umbrella for all
further dealings, where all further dealings must follow the
clauses and terms of the initial agreement.

▪ UCC Compliance: The MSA must be in writing and signed by
the parties.

➢ See UCC § 2-201. Formal Requirements; Statute of Frauds.



Master Sales Agreement – Brief Overview (cont’d)

Seller Buyer

Master Sales Agreements vary in length and complexity 

depending on a variety of factors, such as:

1. The relationship between the parties and their industry 

standing

2. The size of the deal and the nature of goods 

exchanged.

3. Whether the goods are off-the-shelf or custom-made.

4. The creditworthiness and financial status of the buyer.

5. The liabilities, warranties and other responsibilities.

In almost every sales arrangement, however 

one side will have the bargaining power and 

the ability to propose the standardized terms.



Master Sales Agreement – Standard Form/Terms

▪ Standard Master Sales Agreement Forms usually contain comprehensive terms that are disproportionality

beneficial to drafting party.

▪ The non-drafting parties often tend to focus on core terms, some of which are also stated in the terms of

Purchase Order

➢ Basic Purchase Order Terms: a list of the goods to be purchased; the quantity of each of the goods

ordered; the requested delivery date and location; the unit price for each of the goods to be purchased.

▪ BEWARE:

– Standard Master Sales Agreements usually have a provision which provides that the terms of the MSA

prevail over the terms of the Purchase Orders.

– Standard Master Sales Agreements contain many other “non-obvious” terms which require careful

consideration in order to protect your interest.



Master Sales Agreement – Term & Renewal

▪ UCC § 2-309. Absence of Specific Time Provisions; Notice of Termination.

➢ Where contract for sale of goods does not set forth duration, such contract is terminable at will
by either party.

▪ Initial Term. The term of this Agreement commences on the Effective Date and continues for a
period of [#] [month[s]/year[s]].

▪ Renewal Term. Upon expiration of the Initial Term, this Agreement automatically renews for
additional successive [#] [month/year] terms unless and until [either Party/both
Parties/Seller/Buyer] provide[s] written notice of nonrenewal at least [NUMBER] days prior to the
end of the then-current term.

Initial Term Renewal Term Renewal Term



Master Sales Agreement – Semi-Automatic Renewal

▪ Benefits - Semi-Automatic Renewals provide the Parties with:

➢ An opportunity to review the terms of the agreement on a periodic basis and an ability to
renegotiate terms (including pricing). Moreover, as a result of both parties having a regularly
occurring opportunity to terminate, both the Buyer and Seller have an incentive to evaluate the
deal for fairness.

▪ In a Semi-Automatic Renewal Term, the right to cancel the Master Sales
Agreement can be held by (i) the Seller, (ii) the Buyer or (iii) both Parties.

➢ If the right to cancel is held by only one of the Parties however then the above benefits
discussed are essentially negated.



Common Traps or Mistakes – Unilateral Renewals & 

Pricing
▪ Buyer’s Right to Unilateral Renewal:

➢ Price Reduction Provision:

• Prices of raw materials and other factors

relevant to the cost of production have
decreased.

• There (i) is excess manufacturing capacity

for the type of goods being produced; and

(ii) are other manufacturers that have
quoted competitive rates.

▪ Seller’s Right to Unilateral Renewal:

➢Price Increase Provision:

• Formula based on increase in the overall

cost of producing and delivering the

goods, including raw materials;

transportation; and labor.

• The buyer’s historical purchasing trend

and its estimated purchases during the

renewal period.

➢ Keep Fixed Price 



Unilateral Renewals & Pricing – Possible Compromises 

and Solutions
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Master Sales Agreement – Exclusivity 

Provisions/Requirements Contract

▪ A non-exclusive arrangement is where:

➢ the buyer is free to purchase goods from other suppliers; and

➢ the seller is free to sell goods to other buyers.

▪ Requirements Contract: A requirements contract typically obligates:

1. The buyer to purchase all (or a defined portion) of its requirements of the goods from the

seller.

2. The buyer to purchase its stated requirements of the goods exclusively from the seller.

3. The seller to supply the buyer with its stated requirements of the goods.



Common Traps or Mistakes – Exclusivity Provisions

▪ Clause may be hidden within the many other clauses in the agreement.

▪ For an agreement to be deemed exclusive it need not be expressly stated as the terms in the agreement
can be written in such a way to imply exclusivity.

▪ Example: Danforth Orthopedic Brace & Limb, Inc. v. Florida Health Care Plan, Inc., 750 So. 2d 774 (Fla. 5th

Dist. App. 2000).

– Facts: Danforth contracted with Florida Health Care (FHC) to provide orthopedic devices. The contract
did not expressly contain an exclusivity clause, but the way the contract was written could imply
exclusivity.

– Issue: FHC sought to terminate the contract and Danforth sought damages for wrongful termination as
Danforth argued the contract was exclusive entitling them to damages for wrongful termination.

– Holding: The court relying on the language of the contract and the actions of both parties in their course
of dealing and performance found that despite the contract not expressly stating that it was exclusive for
both parties that there was enough evidence to show that the possible intent of both parties was for the
contract to be exclusive.



Exclusivity Provisions - Possible Compromises and 

Solutions
▪ When Seller is under duty of exclusivity:

➢ Take-or-Pay Obligation combined with Buyer Minimum Purchase Obligations. A take-or-pay clause is 
intended to ensure that the transaction is economically worthwhile for the Seller because it obligates the 
Buyer to either: purchase and take a minimum quantity of goods or pay for any shortfall.

▪ When Buyer is under duty of exclusivity:

➢ Meet-or-Release. If Buyer receives a bona fide offer from a third party to purchase goods in like quantity 
[at a price which is lower than the Price then in effect, Buyer has the right to notify Seller of such offer and 
request that Seller match such lower price. If Seller does not agree to match such lower price within 
[NUMBER] days of receiving Buyer’s request, Buyer, at its option, may terminate this Agreement.

➢ Most Favored Customer.

▪ Either Party under duty of exclusivity:

➢ Termination for Convenience.  



Most Favored Nation/Customer Clauses

▪ What are they? 

– MFN provisions allow a buyer to obtain the best possible price on goods or services from a seller by 
requiring the seller provide the lowest price among all buyers in a relevant market.

▪ What types of agreements do they appear?

– Master supply agreements

– Service agreements 

– POs, terms and conditions, addendums 

– Licensing agreements, lease agreements

▪ Where can you find them?

– Warranty, market test/competitiveness, termination, audit rights, market test/competitiveness clauses, 
termination rights



Examples

Seller will at all times “remain competitive in terms of price, quality, 
delivery, and service.” 

“the [goods] must correspond to comparable [goods] in terms of price, 
quality, and technology” 

“Buyer reserves the right to market test any goods or services to be 
supplied by Seller to determine the competitiveness of the Seller” 

“Seller is obligated to remain competitive. If Seller breaches that obligation, 
Buyer may immediately terminate the contract in whole or in part.” 



What Do They Often Not State? 

What is a “comparable” good/product? 

Are they conditioned on same functional and quality (production, finishing, etc.) requirements and 
specifications?

Do they include the production location/geographical market?

Is the burden on the buyer or seller? 

What access to information and data is provided the seller?

What if the seller disagrees with the buyer’s notice? 

Does the clause provide for termination or for a dispute resolution procedure? 

Does a market test/competitiveness clause allow for different functional or quality requirements?



MFN – Seller Risks

Typically guarantee seller’s most favorable pricing

Can often allow buyer to “price check” whenever they want

Often lead to termination and inventory claim disputes

Often are not well defined to ensure “apples” to “apples”

Often don’t allow seller access to buyer’s data or procedures to 
resolve before a termination right



MFN – Questions 

▪ Does “competitive” or “comparable” balance all factors or only 1 
or 2? 

▪ Are the functions, designs, quality and durability requirements 
identical or different?

– Example: What if the market test relies on a different finish or 
production technique not approved/disclosed by the buyer?

▪ Does the notice provision allow you to assess or contest the 
buyer’s conclusions or data? 

▪ Can the clause be used as a pretext for early termination? 

▪ If you have a termination for convenience clause, why does the 
MFN clause even matter? 



OK, so they’re comparable goods, but…

▪ What MFN pricing clauses often fail to consider:

– Volumes

– Contribution margin 

– Capacity, labor, geography, logistics

– Tooling 

– Payment terms 30/60/90

– Delivery terms 

– Givebacks/new business award

– Downstream directed suppliers, scrap, management 

– Liability, warranty share, recall, insurance 
requirements



Did You Anticipate a Market Test? 

▪ What risks do market test provisions raise?

– Require you to disclose your confidential financial information or that of your downstream 
suppliers?

– Do not verify prices with your competitors! 

▪ Don’t fall for the same MFN traps:

– Not sufficiently detailed to allow you to argue “apples” to “apples” 

– Is the “new” supplier offering a better price for the same design, similar volumes, and under 
similar commercial terms? 

– Is the “new” supplier receiving incentives, better payment terms, tooling reimbursement, 
warranty share, limited liability, waiver of termination for convenience, etc.?  



Don’t forget about Antitrust…

▪ Litigation and Antitrust Risks

– Section 1 of the Sherman Act

– Section 2 of the Sherman Act

– The Robinson-Patman Act 

– Audit provisions

– Buyer’s reservation of rights provisions 



MFN Litigation and Compliance Risks Cont’d

▪ Section 1 of the Sherman Act 

– Outlaws agreements that unreasonably restrain trade

▪ Section 2 of the Sherman Act

– Prohibits monopolies and attempts or conspiracies to monopolize 

▪ The Robinson-Patman Act 

– Prohibits price discrimination on the same “commodities” 



MFN Litigation and Compliance Risks Cont’d

▪ Sherman Act Cont’d

– Agreeing with a competitor on price or market is expressly or implicitly per se illegal 

– MFN clauses not per se illegal but will be evaluated under the rule of reason

– Most likely challenged if buyer has large market share

– Procompetitive effects

▪ Lower prices for buyers

▪ Protects buyer’s investments in particular sellers 

– Anticompetitive effects

▪ Collusion, cannot be used as a means to raise prices  



MFN Litigation and Compliance Risks Cont’d

▪ Robinson-Patman Act

– Enforced by private plaintiffs

– Section 2(a) prohibits sellers charging different prices to competing buyers for the same or 
similar product.

– Must be of like grade and quality 

▪ Defenses

– Section 2(b) – no violation if seller provides a lower price to meet competition (met, but not 
beat)

– Section 2(a) = price difference justified by different costs in manufacture, sale, or delivery



“We are no longer friends” 

▪ Ok, so how do I address my termination/audit risks?   

– If you’re the seller, ensure you have rights to access buyer’s information and a dispute 
resolution procedure before termination

– Ensure your confidentiality rights are maintained

– Ensure you’re not waiving confidentiality rights you do not have from your suppliers

– Ensure you have the ability to assess a market test/competitiveness claim

– Often no obligation for buyer to provide details or backup supporting market test 

– Ensure you have an opportunity to resolve and/or dispute before termination



Enough about MFN, What about Overly Broad Deliverables? 

– Unclear or conflicting specs and requirements 

– Unclear commercial responsibilities and obligations

– No definition of objective purpose or “fit” product or objective, measurably or mutually agreed

– Unclear integration testing and validation roles and responsibilities 

▪ Examples: 

▪ Delivery terms; expedited freight

▪ Volume/quantity fluctuations/firm vs. forecast

▪ Capacity/overtime/overhead

▪ No stated estimates (UCC 2-306)

▪ Takeaway: If its important, make sure it’s clearly and specifically stated in the 
contract



Common Omissions We See Most Often?  

▪ Quantity (UCC 2-201; 2-306)

▪ Raw material index/adjustment/price flexibility?

▪ Change provision without price adjustment mechanism

▪ Merger, integration clause, supremacy, competing sets of (different) terms! 

▪ Force majeure (If none, UCC 2-615) and pre-pandemic force majeure clauses! 

▪ Duration, Termination

▪ IP (does Buyer now claim to own all your IP rights for the relevant technology with no license?)

▪ IP (does Buyer now have a license to “make or have made” your goods/parts with a new supplier?)

▪ IP (does Seller retain all IP rights for any developed products?)

▪ Confidentiality – if you need it, do you have it, and if you have it does it only protect the Buyer? 

▪ Choice of law – often times not selected 

▪ Jurisdiction - binding arbitration, foreign parties? China, Mexico, etc. 



Failure to Include/Ask for Reciprocal Terms

▪ Buyer may terminate for convenience….

▪ Buyer may unilaterally extend or auto-renew…

▪ Buyer requires seller keep all information confidential

▪ Buyer may cancel POs, but Seller may not reject releases or Buyer may or may 
not issue a PO, but Seller must accept all releases

▪ Takeaway: If the buyer is asking for it, you should too



Audit Rights

▪ Many sales agreements include provisions allowing the buyer (or, more rarely, 
the seller) to audit certain information and records

▪ Can have benefits and, in some cases, may be necessary for smooth 
operation of the relationship

– “Trust but verify” - ensure compliance with contractual obligations

– Avoid (or at least identify early) financially troubled business partners

– Where contract requires adjustments (e.g., pricing adjustments for cost increases) some 
level of transparency and information exchange is necessary



Audit Rights

▪ Common risks/pitfalls associated with audit rights

– Regular reporting obligations vs provide upon request

▪ Sellers – don’t want to waste time and resources to generate a report that 
no one is going to read just because the contract requires it every quarter

▪ Buyers – risk of failure to exercise rights and identify problems early

– Overbroad scope

▪ Audit rights should be focused on information relevant to performance of 
the contract, particularly if parties involved are large businesses

▪ Information of contracting party vs information of parents/subsidiaries



Audit Rights

▪ Common risks/pitfalls associated with audit rights (cont.)

– Confidential information

▪ Ensure confidentiality and limitations on use of information disclosed

▪ Will disclosing the information violate obligations of confidentiality under an 
existing NDA or other obligations to a third party?

▪ Will providing access to the information (e.g., information regarding costs) 
put you at a disadvantage for future negotiations?

– Time/manner of audit and compliance with safety concerns/indemnity 
if site visits are involved



Other Key Terms

▪ Price

– Fixed price vs duration of the contract?

▪ New reality of inflation and rising costs

– Flexible pricing

▪ Indexing or other clear formula?

▪ Price reviewed or other open-ended terms

▪ UCC obligation of good faith and fair dealing

– Price reductions, productivity and rebates



Other Key Terms

▪ Quantity (or lack thereof)

– Contracts for the sale of goods are not enforceable beyond the 
quantity stated in writing

– Uniform Commercial Code 2-201:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in this section a contract for the sale of goods for 
the price of $500 or more is not enforceable by way of action or defense unless 
there is some writing sufficient to indicate that a contract for sale has been made 
between the parties and signed by the party against whom enforcement is sought 
or by his authorized agent or broker. A writing is not insufficient because it omits or 
incorrectly states a term agreed upon but the contract is not enforceable under this 
paragraph beyond the quantity of goods shown in such writing.



Other Key Terms

▪ Common quantity issues

– Understand structure of the purchase agreement and 
what commitments are being made

– Stand alone agreement for specific quantity or does it 
contemplate that additional purchase orders/releases are 
needed?

▪ Requirements contract?

– Is there an obligation to actually place orders?



Best Practices for Review and Negotiation

▪ Best Practices – Reviewing contracts

– Read the entire contract (sounds obvious, but surprising 
how often this can be an issue)

▪ Exhibits

▪ Schedules

▪ Terms and Conditions

▪ Other documents incorporated by reference

– Review the terms that are included, but also take note of 
what may be missing



Best Practices for Review and Negotiation

▪ Best Practices – Review (cont.)

– Have (and use) a checklist

▪ Helpful to have a simple list of the most important provisions

▪ Helps to identify provisions that may be missing from a contract

– Focus on definitions

▪ Not uncommon for definitions to fundamentally alter the meaning of certain 
provisions

– Consider how provisions will interact with each other

▪ Warranty provisions and limitations on liability/remedy

▪ Pricing and termination rights



Best Practices for Review and Negotiation

▪ Best Practices – Negotiation

– Understand the relationship and history between the parties

▪ Is this the first contract between the parties?

▪ Is the document a form/renewal under which the parties have operated 
previously or different from prior agreements? If yes, why and who does it 
benefit?

▪ Course of dealing/course of performance

▪ Who needs/wants the deal more?

▪ What kind of business partner has the other side been?

▪ What are the problem areas that may need to be addressed/clarified?



Best Practices for Review and Negotiation

▪ Best Practices – Negotiation (cont.)

– Understand the industry and have a sense of “market” terms for the 
type of contract at issue

– Conceptual disputes vs drafting disputes

– Understand leverage points

– Understand the other side’s motivations and concerns

– Try to understand and anticipate the other side’s non-negotiable 
issues

– Make sure to align internal cross-references

▪ Use of “Intentionally Deleted” to preserve numbering



Best Practices for Review and Negotiation

▪ Best Practices – Negotiation (cont.)

– Provide drafts in editable format

– Provide a redline

– A good attorney is not going to let you slip by 
objectionable changes just because you try to make them 
difficult to find/change


